Abstract-In this paper, the problem of designing a forward link linear precoder for massive multiple-input multipleoutput (MIMO) systems in conjunction with quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) is addressed. A challenge in such system design is to consider finite alphabet inputs, especially with larger constellation sizes, such as M ≥ 16. First, we employ a novel and efficient methodology that allows for an orthogonal, sparse representation of multiple users and groups in a fashion similar to joint spatial division and multiplexing (JSDM), thus offering an extension of JSDM to finite alphabet data symbols. We term the new approach JSDM for finite alphabets (JSDM-FA). JSDM-FA employs virtual channel model beams in order to explore the orthogonality between different groups. Then, we present a natural generalization of JSDM-FA to the frequency-selective case with orthogonal frequencydivision multiplexing (OFDM) and also enhance OFDM with combined frequency and spatial division and multiplexing. This configuration offers high flexibility in Massive MIMO systems, as it is capable of offering separate decoding of each user data within a group or increase the spectral efficiency of spatially overlapping groups without sacrificing the overall cell spectral efficiency. The proposed methodology is next applied jointly with the complexity-reducing Per-Group Processing within groups technique, on a per user group basis, in conjunction with QAM modulation and in simulations, for constellation size up to M = 64. We show by numerical results that the precoders developed offer significantly better performance than the configuration with no precoder or the plain beamformer and with M ≥ 16.
I. INTRODUCTION
M ASSIVE MIMO employs a very large number of antennas and enables very high spectral efficiency [1] - [3] . For Massive MIMO to be capable of offering its full benefits, accurate and instantaneous channel state information is required at the base station (BS). Within Massive MIMO research, the problem of designing an optimal linear precoder toward maximizing the mutual information between the input and output on the downlink in conjunction with a finite input alphabet modulation and multiple antennas per user has not been considered in the literature, due to its complexity. There are techniques proposed for downlink linear precoding in a multi-user MIMO scenario, e.g., Joint Spatial Division and Multiplexing (JSDM) [4] - [6] , but their implementation has been challenging so far. In addition, there has been a lack of publications on how to realistically integrate OFDM in Massive MIMO with success and without sacrificing the spectral efficiency of the system. On the other hand, the problem of finite-alphabet input MIMO linear precoding has been extensively studied in the literature. Globally optimal linear precoding techniques were presented [7] , [8] for scenarios employing channel state information available at the transmitter (CSIT) 1 with finite-alphabet inputs, capable of achieving mutual information rates much higher than the previously presented Mercury Waterfilling (MWF) [9] techniques by introducing input symbol correlation through a unitary input transformation matrix in conjunction with channel weight adjustment (power allocation). In addition, more recently, [10] has presented an iterative algorithm for precoder optimization for sum rate maximization of Multiple Access Channels (MAC) with Kronecker MIMO channels. Furthermore, more recent work has shown that when only Statistical Channel State Information (SCSI) 2 is available at the transmitter, in asymptotic conditions when the number of transmitting and receiving antennas grows large, but with a constant transmitting to receiving antenna number ratio, one can design the optimal precoder by looking at an equivalent constant channel and its corresponding adjustments as per the pertinent theory [13] , and applying a modified expression for the corresponding ergodic mutual information evaluation over all channel realizations. This development allows for a precoder optimization under SCSI in a much easier way [13] . Finally, [14] and [15] present for the first time results for mutual information maximizing linear precoding with large size MIMO configurations and QAM constellations. Such systems are particularly difficult to analyze and design when the inputs are from a finite alphabet, especially with QAM constellation sizes, M ≥ 16.
In this paper, we present near-optimal linear precoding techniques for Massive MIMO, suitable for QAM with con-stellation size M ≥ 16 and CSIT. Two types of antenna arrays are considered for the Base Station (BS), Uniform Linear Arrays (ULA) and Uniform Planar Arrays (UPA). In the UPA case, we consider arrays deployed either over the x, y direction or the z, x one. We show that by projecting the per user antenna uplink channels on the DFT based angular domain, called virtual channel model [16] 3 (VCM) herein, a sparse representation is possible for the channels [17] - [19] . Then, by dividing spatially "distant" users into separate spatial sectors, we show that the spatial virtual channel representations between these users become approximately orthogonal. We then show that the concept of JSDM [4] can be easily applied in the sparse virtual channel model domain, and that linear precoding on the downlink using Per-Group Precoding within groups 4 (PGP-WG) in conjunction with the GaussHermite approximation in MIMO [15] , [20] attains high gains. Then, by generalizing the presented approach to the frequencyselective (FS) channel case and applying OFDM, we show that much more flexibility and gains are available by the techniques presented. We further show that when OFDM is integrated in JSDM-FA, in conjunction with Combined Frequency and Spatial Division and Multiplexing (CFSDM), the system can easily decode different users' data within a group at the cost of slightly smaller achieved utilization, or increase the utilization of groups with significant spatial overlapping without sacrificing the overall cell utilization. In all examples presented, we show high gains are achievable by the proposed downlink precoding approach. More specifically, the present paper makes the following contributions in Massive MIMO:
1) It provides an analytical framework that allows to reliably identify spatially separated user groups that are approximately orthogonal and thus to require independent per-group precoding beams from the base station for finite alphabet data inputs and for a realistic and general channel model that applies to both ULA and UPA. 2) It allows the users to employ multiple receiving antennas with ease. 3) It generalizes the approach to include OFDM under frequency-selective channel conditions in a flexible way. 4) It introduces CFSDM, a flexible way to separately decode intra-group data with a small loss in spectral efficiency or increase group throughput. 5) It shows very significant gains in conjunction with PGP-WG [15] and QAM modulation with significant reduction in the transmitter and receiver complexity.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the system model and problem statement. Then, in Section III, we present a novel virtual channel approach which allows for efficient downlink precoding in a JSDM fashion for ULA and 3 We need to stress that this is not our propagation-related channel model, but it is a virtual angular orthonormal basis that we use to express the actual channel in an efficient way toward deriving a JSDM type of decomposition. Thus, the VCM model is used as a basis to which we project the actual channel and thus this representation is reversible. 4 In this paper, we use PGP-BG to refer to the PGP approach between different groups, as proposed in [4] , and PGP-WG to refer to PGP within the same group, as proposed in [20] , respectively.
UPA narrowband and frequency selective channels. In addition, in Section III the CFSDM conecpt is introduced. In Section IV, we present numerical results for optimal downlink precoding on the system proposed that implements the Gauss-Hermite approximation in the block coordinate gradient ascent method in conjunction with the complexity reducing PGP methodology [15] . Finally, our conclusions are presented in Section V.
Notation: We use small bold letters for vectors, capital bold letters for matrices. A T , A H , and A * , denote the transpose, Hermitian conjugate, and complex conjugate of matrix A, respectively. S T denotes a selection matrix, i.e., of size k × n with k < n that consists of rows equal to different unit row vectors e i where the row vector element i is equal to 1 in the i th position and is equal to 0 in all other positions. F N denotes the DFT matrix of order N. The Kronecker delta function is denoted as δ [n] . A ⊗ B represents the Kronecker product of matrices A and B. Many different notations for different channels are employed within the paper. We use h u,g,k,n for the uplink channel of user k's antenna n in group g. H g is the uplink channel of group g, whileH g is its projection to the VCM basis. The overall virtual channel representation of H g is denoted by H g,v . H d,g represents the overall downlink channel for group g, i.e., due to time division duplex reciprocity
g . For a ULA or a UPA, H u,g,k,n represents the uplink channel of user k's antenna n in group g, thenH u,g,k,n is its projection to the two DFT matrices (VCM bases),h u,g,k,n is its corresponding vectorized form. Finally, H (q) u,g,k,v is in the frequency selective fading case the uplink virtual channel of user k in group g at sub-carrier q.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
Consider the downlink precoding equation on a narrowband (flat-fading) Massive MIMO system with a single cell and JSDM [4] 
where y d is the downlink received vector of size Division Duplexing (TDD) is employed in the system, to be able to exploit the reciprocity between the uplink and downlink channels. The optimal CSIT precoder P needs to satisfy
where the constraint is due to keeping the total power emitted from the N u antennas constant after precoding. The problem in (2) results in exponential complexity at both transmitter and receiver, and it becomes especially difficult for QAM with constellation size M ≥ 16 or large MIMO configurations. There are two major difficulties in (2): a) There are N u input symbols in (2) where N u is very large, thus making the design of the precoder and its optimization practically impossible, and b) The decoding operation at the receiver needs to be performed by jointly employing all elements of y d simultaneously, another impossible demand due to the users being distributed over the entire cell. In order to circumvent these difficulties, the ground-breaking JSDM concept was proposed in [4] . JSDM divides users into approximately orthogonal groups assuming a Gaussian channel [4] , based on approximately equal channel covariance matrices in each group. Furthermore, JSDM employs Gaussian data inputs. Because of the orthogonality between different groups,
), where x g , y g represent the data symbols, and received data of group g, respectively (see (11) , (12) below and [4] ). Thus, the problem in (2) becomes equivalent to the one that maximizes the sum of the group information rates, i.e., the total sum-rate of the system. Under this premise, the downlink precoding problem is divided into two parts: a) A pre-beamforming matrix that comprises the square root of each group's channel covariance matrix, and b) A CSIT Multi-User MIMO (MU-MIMO) optimal precoder. In addition, [4] shows that when the number of base antennas grows asymptotically to infinity, the (optimal) pre-beamforming matrix approaches a DFT matrix. JSDM helps reduce the complexity inherent in the downlink precoding design tremendously due to the two-stage design optimal approach, plus the introduction of PGP-BG technique. Thus, it represents a major breakthrough advancement toward downlink precoding optimization. However, a major impediment to JSDM in practice has been the lack of a simple way that identifies the different groups of users with ease. Furthermore, [4] has employed Gaussian input symbols, an assumption that can lead to discrepancies as far as the precoder performance is concerned, especially in high SNR [7] , [21] . Finally, JSDM deals with the overall downlink precoding on a per group basis, i.e., no methodology for individual user equipment (UE) to separately decode their own information (without intra-group joint decoding) is presented so far. In this paper, a methodology that employs the virtual channel model decomposition, based on the DFT channel angular domain is employed in order to facilitate the group selection problem in JSDM and then the methodology of PGP-WG technique [15] is employed in order to allow for the design of an optimal overall precoder on a per group basis. In addition, we present different ways to distribute the group received information to the multiple UEs. Finally, we also extend the JSDM-FA concept to the case of frequencyselective channels which leads to a very natural introduction of OFDM to JSDM-FA. Our system model allows for multiple receiving antennas per user and multiple data symbols per user with ease, as well as multiple data streams per user, with separate channel coding per stream, in a fashion similar to the methodology in, e.g., [7] .
III. NARROWBAND AND WIDEBAND SYSTEM ANALYSIS

A. The Narrowband System Description Under the Virtual Channel Model Representation
1) ULA at the Base With Flat Fading:
We begin with a ULA deployed at the BS along the z direction as depicted in Fig. 1 and for flat fading, i.e., B < B C O H , where B, B C O H are the RF signal bandwidth and the coherence bandwidth of the channel, respectively. Each user group on the uplink transmits from the same "cluster" of elevation angles θ g ∈ [θ g − θ,θ g + θ ], withθ g being the mean of θ g , distributed uniformly in the support interval, thus each user's
T is the array response vector, where each θ lgkn is independently selected and uniformly distributed in its group's angular support [θ g − θ,θ g + θ ], with D = d/λ representing the normalized distance of successive array elements, λ being the wavelength, θ lgkn is the elevation (arrival) angle of the l path of group g k user's n receiving antenna, and the path gains β lgkn are independent complex Gaussian random variables with zero mean and variance 1. This channel model is similar to the one in [22] . Note that the channel model adopted here is not Gaussian if L is relatively small [22] . The VCM representation, presented in [16] , is formed by projecting the original channel H u to the N u dimensional space formed by the N u × N u DFT matrix [6] , [23] , [24] , however by using the VCM DFT basis vectors, we can capitalize on the VCM sparsity-induced orthogonality to design an efficient downlink precoder for a quite general family of channels as presented below.
Proof: By projecting each group channel H g on the DFT virtual channel space [16] , we get
where F N u is the DFT matrix of order N u . Since each group attains the same angular behavior, over all users and antennas in the group, only a few, consecutive elements ofH g will be significant [25] . This comes as a result of the fact that significant angular components need to be in the main lobe of the response vector, i.e., the condition
with D = d λ , needs to be satisfied for angular component in the VCM p (1 ≤ p ≤ N u ) to be significant, i.e., with power > 1. From (4), we can easily see that the corresponding condition over the significant components becomes
i.e., there are 3 significant non-zero components in the VCM representation for each channel's path. Since each path contains a different angle, due to the ULA model presented above, this number will be increased, but will be upper- Proof: Whenθ g >θ g and 0 ≤θ g ,θ g ≤ 90 • , since the cos(·) function is decreasing in this quadrant, we can easily see that the two support sets for the two groups, S g , S g , will be disjoint. This comes from the fact that the assumed condition is equivalent to
which means that the two support sets are not overlapping, by virtue of (4 
where the group g virtual channel matrix is a reduced size, r g × N d,g , matrix, with r g = |S g | being the number of significant angular components in group g, due to the sparsity available in the angular domain. We can then write for the uplink group g channel matrix H g ,
where F N u ,S g represents the selected columns of F N u due to its sparse representation in the angular domain. It is important to stress that the above equation is true, although S g S T g is not an identity matrix. The reason for the validity of (8) is due to the fact that because of sparsity, the columns of H g only have components for the columns of F N u defined by S g , thus these columns only are needed in the representation of H g over F N u . We can then write that due to non-overlapping supports in groups g, g ,
for g = g . By TDD channel reciprocity, the group g downlink channel matrix is given as
Since each group attains its non-zero virtual channel representation at non-overlapping positions, we can then use pre-beamforming matrices provided by the matrix
As we show below these prebeamforming matrices are optimal for the type of JSDM presented here. Finally, due to non-overlapping of the support sets, i.e., S n ∩ m =n S m = ∅, we see that the system becomes approximately orthogonal inter-group wise, 5 A selection matrix S T of size k × n with k < n consists of rows equal to different unit row vectors e i where the row vector element i is equal to 1 in the ith position and is equal to 0 in all other positions. Such a matrix has the property that S T S = I.
. .
where
and x g is the group g downlink symbol vector of size |S g | × 1. At this point, we would like to stress a main difference between JSDM and JSDM-FA: In (12) we observe that the groups are formed based on the virtual channels
, while in the original JSDM, because Gaussian channels are assumed, the groups are formed based on the assumed common channel correlation matrix R h,g common eigenvector matrices U g for each user in each group [4] . This is not the case in JSDM-FA, because group formation is performed by employing the projections of users' channels to the VCM DFT matrix basis using the channel model employed here. Due to these differences, the JSDM-FA prebeamformer is significantly different than the JSDM one. In other words, while the JSDM prebeamformer is determined by the eigenvectors of each group's channel correlation matrix, the JSDM-FA prebeamformer is determined by the columns of the DFT matrix that correspond to S g . Therefore, if one attempts to employ the JSDM beamformer in the JSDM-FA model presented here, by, e.g., determining the covariance matrix of each group's channels, there will be loss of orthogonality between groups and thus severe loss in the system performance. The reason for this is due to the fact that the channels employed in the paper are not Gaussian, thus the eigenvectors of the channel matrices do not in general provide for the actual basis of the group's channel. In other words, this difference represents a very important distinction between the two methods. Now due to orthogonality, we can write equivalently
where we can set
representing the received downlink data of group g. Since each group's precoding becomes independent of other groups, the overall downlink precoding becomes much easier and less complex for both the transmitter and the receiver. In addition, the introduction of the pre-beamforming matrices in the form of VCM beamforming directions also reduces the number of RF chains [4] . Finally, it is worth stressing that the optimal prebeamformers developed herein, being the columns of a DFT matrix, can be implemented as RF (analog) phase-shifters resulting in further simplification due to this RF domain implementation [19] , with the rest of the precoder relating to the VCM decomposition being implemented in baseband (BB), resulting in hybrid precoding [19] . As in JSDM, in JSDM-FA, the maximization of (2) is equivalent to maximizing the sum of the group rates, i.e., the total sum-rate. The individual precoding of each group becomes now the optimization of a |S g | × |S g | precoding matrix P g , as per the next theorem.
Theorem 2: For each group g in the VCM representation, the equivalent optimum precoder, P g,v needs to satisfy
where the group g reception model becomes Proof: From (11) the original precoding problem for group g (1 ≤ g ≤ G) becomes the solution to the following optimization problem
where the group g reception model is
From [7] it is known that the optimal precoder for finite inputs for this model has U g equal to the right singular vector matrix of
, with U g,v the left singular vector matrix of H g,v . In addition, one can write
Thus, the solution of (15) becomes equivalent to the solution of the following problem
However, this is exactly the same SVD-equivalent [7] optimization problem with the one employing the virtual channel H g,v SVD-equivalent, as one can see by the relationship (17) and the fact that the optimal precoder has a left singular matrix equal to the channel right singular matrix.
Note that after establishing the optimality of the employed prebeamformer in the presented model, one needs to determine the optimal precoder for each group based on optimizing (13) over P g for finite alphabet inputs. Assume that optimal precoder is P * g . The overall optimal precoder for group
. Without a complexity-simplifying method the determination of a globally optimal P * g is impossible for N d,g , |S g | ≥ 3 for QAM with M ≥ 16. However, efficient solutions to this problem which are suboptimal for N d,g , |S g | ≥ 3, but have been proven to be near-optimal, have been presented in [14] and [20] . They are both using the PGP-WG concept which divides the inputs in independent data groups, the PGP-WG groups, and precodes independently each group in the SVD domain. The PGP-WG groups are selected based on their corresponding singular values [20] . It is important to stress that, within each PGP-WG group an exact optimal precoder is developed based on the framework of [7] and that for each group the corresponding constraint on the power is satisfied by, e.g., using an additional power constraint factor in the power optimizing loop of the steepest ascent method employed [7] , so that overall the constraint in (13) remains valid. The globally optimal implementation within PGP-WG groups is performed by employing two backtracking line searches [26] , one for updating W = U g,v 2 g,v U g,v (the matrix U g,v update loop) and another one for 2 G , in conjunction with enforcing the power constraint (the per antenna power update loop) during each iteration.
2) UPA at the Base: The concept generalizes easily to Uniform Planar Arrays (UPA), both for arrays formed in the z, x plane as well as in the x, y plane, a UPA deployed along the x, y plane is shown in Fig. 2 . The theory behind planar arrays results in a Kronecker product of two virtual channels, one channel per array dimension, as shown below. UPAs result in a three-dimensional spatial representation, thus offering higher user capacity per cell. Among the two UPA possibilities, we present the analysis for an x, z direction deployed UPA, as the analysis for an x, y direction deployed UPA is very similar. For a UPA formed on x, z directions, each group g's uplink channel, H g , corresponds to the combination of N u,x uniform linear arrays deployed along the x direction with N u,z uniform linear elements deployed in the z direction. Without loss in generality, we assume that the normalized distances are the same for each direction and equal to D. A UPA introduces a new level of control and additional degrees of freedom for MIMO [27] . UPAs result in a twodimensional (matrix) antenna response matrix per user, group, and antenna expressed as
where the path gain β lgkn is as in the ULA case, θ lgkn is the elevation angle for the z-element, same as in the ULA case, and φ lgkn is the azimuth angle of user k's n antenna for group g, assumed to be a uniform r.v. in the interval
, whereφ g is the mean of φ g . In (19) , the two spatial vectors a x (θ lgkn , φ lgkn ), a z (θ lgkn ) are given as
and
respectively. By projecting the channel matrix H u,g,k,n to both angular directions, i.e., on VCM for z, x directions, we get
By taking the vector form of both sides in (22) and using identities from [28] , e.g., a ⊗ b = vec(ba T ) and
The behavior in (24) is similar with the ULA case, i.e., sparsity is achieved and different groups occupy different support sets in the angular domain. The expansion basis matrix now for the VCM becomes the Kronecker product of the two DFT matrices F N u,x and F N u,z . The downlink reception model stays within the same premise, but the new Kronecker product basis is employed. Due to the Kronecker product, the group sparsity presents some periodicity with period equal to N u,z . In other words, the reception model now becomes
where the notation (A) S g means the matrix resulting from selecting the columns of A that belong to S g . The case of a UPA over x, y dimensions can be treated in a similar way by invoking
with
The sparsity in the UPA case is due to the behavior of both angles, i.e., the elevation and the azimuth ones for group g, i. e., the support set S g , are found through the following two conditions
Proof: The proof stems from generalizing the condition in (4) to the geometries of the UPA array. For the z direction the equation remains unchanged, while for the x direction the factor cos(θ lgkn ) needs to be substituted by
. For significant factors to exist, both conditions need to be satisfied simultaneously, because the composite array factor is the product of the two individual ones. This completes the proof of the lemma.
In comparison to the ULA channel case sparsity behavior though, it is important to stress that UPA channels present a repetitive, semi-periodic sparsity structure, due to the Kronecker product that exists in the vectorized form of the channel vectors. This behavior is further contrasted to the ULA one in Section V where numerical results are used to depict differences between ULA and UPA behavior with regards to sparsity in the VCM representation.
B. The Frequency-Selective System Description Under the Virtual Channel Model Representation
Here we present a generalization of JSDM-FA for frequency-selective fading with OFDM. The presentation looks at a UPA deployed over the z, x directions. However, similar descriptions can be found for ULA and for different directions of deploying the array.
Using the Tap Delay Line (TDL) model of an FS channel [29] , we can write for the uplink channel response of the UPA 6 in time domain at discrete time m
where δ(·) represents the Dirac delta function, B is the system bandwidth, with B B C O H and where B C O H is the coherence bandwidth of the channel. We can then write for the frequency response of the channel
where u,g,k,n . By recalling the fact that the spatial channel is sparse when projected to the virtual angles, exploiting the virtual channel domain representation, and after using the channel reciprocity between uplink and downlink due to TDD, for each sub-carrier, we can rewrite the downlink channel of user's k, antenna n, sub-carrier q, and group g as (h (q) u,g,k,n,v ) H . We can then write for the downlink channel over all sub-carriers, H
then by stacking together all antennas for user k, we get
can be considered independently due to JSDM, as explained above. We can then employ different sub-carriers for different users within a group or between different groups, which is explained in more detail next.
C. Combined Frequency and Spatial Division and Multiplexing (CFSDM)
In certain scenarios, user co-ordination-related issues within each group data receiver might make JSDM difficult to deploy, in general. In addition, in some cases, one might desire to use all VCMBs available to a group, although they experience significant spatial overlapping with other groups, in order to increase the group's delivered throughput, without sacrificing the cell overall spectral efficiency. One promising solution to mitigate this problem, without sacrificing the overall system capacity, is proposed herein by virtue of a novel introduction of the concept of CFSDM. This idea is described below.
In CFSDM between groups (CFSDM-BG), group support sets with common VCMBs are assigned different OFDM sub-carriers. We present here some theoretical justification for the benefits of CFSDM-BG, while numerical results and comparisons are presented in the next section. Let us assume that a Massive MIMO system within the premise of our model presented previously is employing JSDM-FA with OFDM, as described above. Assume that N c carriers are deployed without CFSDM. Denote the VCMBs of each group by S 1 , S 2 , · · · , S G , respectively. In addition, denote by S f = {S 1 , S 2 , · · · , S G }, i.e., the set of all VCMB groups. As illustrated in the next section, there will be partial spatial overlapping between adjacent groups for both ULA and UPA. In general, UPAs tend to experience more spatial overlapping for similar parameter values. In order to apply JSDM-FA without CFSDM, one needs to release (neutralize) all overlapping VCMBs between groups, thus reducing each group's spectral efficiency. We call the technique of releasing common VCMBs Neutralization of Overlapping VCMBs (NOV). For simplicity, we assume here analysis in high SNR, where there are groups with large numbers of multiple transmitting and receiving antennas. Then, each group can achieve a spectral efficiency (utilization), E g = |S g,no | log 2 (M) over all N c subcarriers employed, where S g,no denotes the resulting nonoverlapping VCMBs available for group g, with S g ≥ S g,no .
We have assumed that all groups employ the same modulation size, M, without loss of generality. Then, the overall spectral efficiency of the system for the entire cell using a total of N c sub-carriers and with near-optimal precoding becomes 7
Now, let us apply CFSDM-BG in the same scenario. It is evident that the optimal strategy from the spectral efficiency point of view should be to use different sub-carriers to the groups which lost the most VCMBs due to the process of switching off overlapping VCMBs above, because these groups experience the highest loss of VCMBs. For example, group g (1 ≤ g ≤ G) has experienced a log 2 (M)(|S g | − |S g,no |) = log 2 (M)( g ) loss in group utilization, where we defined g = |S g | − |S g,no | to be the VCMB loss of group g. Let us calculate the corresponding utilization with CFSDM-BG after assigning a set of N c different sub-carriers to groups in S f,di f f = {S n 1 , · · · , S n h } (n k with 1 ≤ k ≤ h are different integers with 1 ≤ n k ≤ G) are the CFSDM selected groups with high overlapping, while the rest of the groups use the same set of the previous N c sub-carriers. This way, the groups in S f,di f f can employ the entirety of their VCMBS, i.e., all |S n k | VCMBs. The CFSDM-BG utilization is then
where the reason for the inequality is due to the fact that by employing a different sub-carrier in S f,di f f , there will in general exist more VCMBs available without overlapping in the set S g − S f,di f f , however the lower bound suffices for our illustration. Thus, if
It is important to stress that, under this condition, the overall cell utilization is increased, but also the group utilization is increased, while simultaneously the S f,di f f groups enjoy highly increased utilization, i.e., significantly higher data rates. In fact, it is easily seen that if
f f will get at least twice as much utilization than the one without CFSDM. This property shows clearly the potential of CFSDM-BG in offering high throughput to highly impacted groups by NOV. Furthermore, the CFSDM-BG concept can be generalized to using more than two separate sub-carrier frequency sets. In the next section, numerical examples are presented in order to further illustrate the CFSDM-BG concept.
In CFSDM within groups (CFSDM-WG), users with multiple antennas within each group are also assigned different OFDM sub-carriers. Finally, for users with a single antenna on the downlink, offering multiple sub-carriers is the only possibility toward higher data rates. The novelty of combining JSDM based on the VCM decomposition as proposed here and OFDM is due to the fact that it helps mitigate interference issues associated with intra-group co-ordination during the data reception. Due to the orthogonality among the sub-carriers in OFDM, it becomes feasible for different users within a group, by assigning different sub-carriers to each user, that each user receives its data on a separate sub-carrier, utilizing its own receiving antennas only, thus obliterating the requirement for user co-ordination at the receiver, while the receiver complexity is dramatically reduced. Specifically, let's look at a system with FS and OFDM as described in the previous subsection. Assume the system groups are as in Section I and that the OFDM component contains Q orthogonal sub-carriers, for some "high enough" number, Q (e.g., Q ≥ 64). First, let's assume that there is overlapping of the VCMBs between groups g and g , i.e., S g ∩ S g = ∅. The system then assigns these groups to different sub-carrier groups, say S g,q , S g ,q , which will be defined explicitly after the user sub-carriers are assigned. Since there are K g users in group g, there is a need to assign K g sub-carriers for group g and K g for group g , if no coordination exists between users in the groups. In order for the two groups to employ all spatial capability available to them, the two groups need to avoid interference over the common VCMBs, thus in total the two groups need K g + K g different sub-carriers assigned to them. Within each group, say for group g, user k (g) employing sub-carrier q g,k , there will be a PGP-WG precoder employed in the sub-carrier domain pertaining to the following receiver model
Now, precoding is performed on a per user and sub-carrier basis, without the need for user co-operation within the group. This CFSDM approach allows for more flexible data rate allocations on a per user basis as well as helps in overcoming issues associated with spatial overlapping between groups. The following lemma also helps simplify the precoder design when the number of group antennas N d,g is smaller than the number of available spatial dimensions |S g |. 
where (32) and f q,L represents the qth column of the matrix F L ,Q . Now, based on the assumptions of the lemma, for any different sub-carriers assigned to the group and for all 1 ≤ l ≤ L, we have exp( j 2π
equal for all users in the group, thus they possess approximately equal singular values. Note that for a massive MIMO system a large Q will be needed. In addition, in the millimeter wavelength channels envisaged for 5G cellular wireless systems, the assumption of L √ Q will also be valid, since L is small [30] . Thus, by assigning contiguous frequency sub-carriers to different users within groups we can achieve the conditions of the above lemma. Based on the premise of this lemma, the optimal downlink precoder in the group is the same, independently of the sub-carrier employed. This is due to the fact that for CSIT optimal precoding, the optimal precoder only depends on the singular values of the channel matrix [7] , [20] . Thus, if many sub-carriers are deployed to offer higher data rates, the precoding complexity stays the same.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we present our numerical results based on ULA and UPA Massive MIMO systems with N u = 100 antennas at the base station. The systems employ QAM with size M = 16, 64. We present results for both systems with and without OFDM. We have used an L = 3 GaussHermite approximation [15] which results in 3 2N r total nodes in the Gauss-Hermite approximation due to MIMO in order to facilitate results with near-optimal precoding in conjunction with QAM modulation. The implementation of the globally optimizing methodology is performed by employing two backtracking line searches, one for W and another one for 2 G at each iteration, in a fashion similar to [7] . For the results presented, it is worth mentioning that only a few iterations (e.g., typically < 8) are required to converge to the near-optimal solution results as presented in this paper. We apply the complexity reducing method of PGP-WG [20] to each JSDM-FA formed group which offers near-optimal results under exponentially lower transmitter and receiver complexity [20] . PGP-WG divides the transmitting and receiving antennas into independent sub-groups, within each JSDM-FA group, thus achieving a much simpler detector structure while the precoder search is also dramatically reduced as well. We divide this section into three parts, the first part looks at the VCM sparse channel representations for ULA and UPA systems, the second one examines the performance of linear precoding for Massive MIMO without OFDM, while the third one studies systems with OFDM. We use N t,v , N r,v to denote the number of data symbol inputs, and the number of of antenna outputs, respectively, in the virtual domain. By employing PGP-WG, one can trade in higher values of N t,v , N r,v for higher overall throughput, albeit at a slightly increased complexity at the transmitter and receiver, as explained in detail in some of the examples below. Alternatively, one can employ a smaller number of N t,v , N r,v , in order to achieve higher throughput, but at significantly lower complexity. In all cases, it is stressed that the actual number of transmission and reception antennas stays the same, while all physical antennas are employed always. The details of these techniques are omitted here due to space limitation.
It is worthwhile mentioning that for precoding methods with finite inputs, two types of channels are regularly present in the literature [7] , [13] , [15] , [20] , [32] , and [33]: a) Type-I channels in which the precoder offers gain in the lower SNR regime, and b) Type-II channels in which the precoder offers gain in the high SNR regime. Our results herein fully corroborate this type of behavior in all cases considered.
A. VCM Channel Sparsity for ULA and UPA Scenarios
First, we present results for the sparse behavior of the VCM representation in the ULA case. We randomly create 5 groups of channels as per the ULA model presented. The base ULA is deployed along the z direction with N u = 100 elements spaced at a normalized distance D = 0.5. There are L = 5 paths in each channel (a smaller number of L results in sparser representations). The elevation angles for groups
• , and 117 • , respectively. In addition, the groups possess 16, 2, 4, 4, and 6 antennas, respectively. The angular spread for all groups is taken to be ± 4 • around the elevation angle of each group. The channels are projected to the VCM space, then only components greater than 1 in absolute square power are selected. In all cases considered, this selection process results in more than 94% of the total power of each channel selected. The corresponding, nonoverlapping support sets are as follows (the numbers of each set correspond to the numbered components of the VCM representation vector, i.e., the significant VCMBs): We observe that a ULA allows for easy sparse non-overlapping support sets for multiple groups.
Next we present similar results for a UPA array along the x, y directions. In this example, there are 8 groups, G 1 through G 8 , formed. The normalized distance between successive elements in both directions is D = 0.6, while the number of elements on each direction is equal to 10, i.e., N u,x = N u,y = 10. There are a total of 16, 1, 4, 4, 6, 1, 6, and 8 antennas available for each group. The angle spread per dimension is ±2 • , while L = 2. The corresponding VCMBs per group are as follows: , 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 20 It is easy to see that UPA deployments offer more VCMBs per group, however at a cost to orthogonality. In addition, UPAs offer better resolution compared to ULAs, thus they could in principle offer higher capacity. An additional benefit of a UPA is the fact that one gets more VCMBs per group thus the resulting throughput with precoding is higher. However, due to the significant overlapping between different group VCMBs, there are two options when UPAs are selected for higher capacity: a) Release common VCMBs, i.e., leave the common VCMBs between groups unused, however at the expense of utilization in certain groups, or, b) Employ CFSDM-BG. The latter approach can offer higher cell and group utilization due to its capability to mitigate overlapping VCMBs in spatial domain. Both approaches are explained in more detail below.
B. Precoding Results Without OFDM
As a first example, we present results for a ULA with 5 groups formed, shown as respectively. The groups include 4, 2, 4, 4, 6 antennas at UE, respectively. In the non-OFDM case, users within groups need to co-ordinate their downlink. Thus, the number of users within the group becomes irrelevant and only the number of antennas becomes essential. In Fig. 3 we present results for G 4 . We observe that high gains in throughput are available for low SNR, i.e., a Type-I channel behavior. For example, at SNR b = −7 d B there is a 33% throughput increase by using PGP-WG over the no precoding case. In addition, there is a precoding gain of 4 − 5 d B over the low SNR regime. As far as complexity is concerned, based on the analysis of [15] , the PGP-WG precoding example presented with N t,v = 6 require a complexity (both at the transmitter and receiver) on the order of 3M 4 , while the no precoding example requires a complexity at the receiver on the order of M 18 , thus PGP-WG needs a factor of (1/3)M 14 less complexity. For the N t,v = 8 case the complexity reduction with PGP-WG over the no PGP-WG case becomes a factor of (1/4)M 14 . Thus, we see that PGP-WG helps keep the UE complexity low, while it gives significant gains in throughput and SNR. In Fig. 4 we present results for G 5 . Here, we observe high gains in throughput in high SNR regime. Here we employ N t,v = 6. We observe that this is a Type-II channel behavior. At SNR b > 0, the no precoding case throughput saturates at 40 bps/H z. However, with PGP-WG we get significantly higher throughput, e.g., at SNR b = 10 d B the throughput is 48 bps/H z. Further, it takes PGP-WG a factor of (1/6)M 16 less UE complexity than the no precoding one in order to achieve this additional throughput at the UE.
For a UPA along the z, x directions, with N u,z = N u,x = 10, D = 0.6, we get 8 groups with the following VCMBs: , 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 21, 81, 91, 100] .
The corresponding number of each group UE antennas is 4, 2, 4, 4, 6, 1, 6, and 8, respectively. We see that partial overlapping exists between different groups VCMBs. Without OFDM, we need to leave the common VCMBs unused to avoid primary interference between groups, i.e., employ NOV. We thus end up with the following revised sets: 
We see that due to NOV, some groups are presented with an extremely low number of effective VCMBs, thus their throughput is very low. For example, G 8 needs to neutralize its entire set of VCMBs due to NOV. This is very undesirable as G 8 cannot be offered any data service on the downlink. In the next subsections we show how this undesired effect can be mitigated by virtue of CFSDM-BG. It is illustrative to consider as per Section III the number of lost VCMBs per group due to NOV. The numbers are as follows: 1 = 10, 2 = 6, 3 = 3, 4 = 10, 5 = 4, 6 = 1, 7 = 7, and 8 = 15. As per our presented analysis in Section III, one needs to start deploying different sub-carriers to the sets of maximum VCMB loss, i.e., the highest impacted groups, in order to observe maximum gains with CFSDM-BG. In the current example this is G 8 . Failing to apply this strategy leads to significant utilization loss in general, as our results in Fig. 9 , 10 show below. In addition, we present the complete analysis of the optimized CFSDM-BG for this example in the next subsection.
In Fig. 5 we present results on the G 1 downlink precoding where we have applied PGP-WG with two additional "fictitious" inputs, similar to [15] and see dramatic improvements on downlink throughput. We see the dramatic impact of VCMB overlapping in the case of UPA. Notice that the complexity involved in the PGP-WG is two times higher than the one on the no precoding case, due to N t,v = 4 "fictitious" antennas being introduced, while the incurred loss in G 1 due to the reduction on the number of useful VCMBs is highly mitigated. This example is a Type-II channel behavior in which PGP-WG achieves double the throughput in high SNR, while the corresponding UE complexity is two times higher than the no precoding one, since N t,v = 4 > N t . For the same system, in G 2 we get the results presented in Fig. 6 . For the PGP-WG and plain beamforming cases we show results for both M = 16, 64. The PGP-WG and plain beamforming results use N t,v = N t = 4 "fictitious" antennas each, the same number as the no precoding case. We observe SNR and thoughput gains in low SNR. For example an SNR gain higher than 8 dB with PGP-WG in the SNR b over the no precoding case in low SNR, while the incurred UE receiver complexity with PGP-WG is a factor of (1/2)M 4 times lower than the no precoding case.
C. Precoding Results With OFDM
We next present results with OFDM. We start with an example highlighting how E C F S DM ≥ E NC F S D M can be achieved. Let's employ the channels of the UPA example presented in Fig. 5, 6 , but with CFSDM. In accordance with the optimized CFSDM-BG strategy presented in Section III, we select one set of N c sub-carriers for G 8 , G 6 , G 5 , and another one for the rest of the groups. This way, from the groups presented in the UPA case above, one can see that S 8 can employ all of its VCMBs and thus it can add a factor of 15 log 2 (M) to the numerator of E C F S DM in (36). Similarly, G 5 , and G 6 can add a factor of 7 log 2 (M), and log 2 (M), respectively. Now as per equations (35), (36), we can see
This is important because it shows that it is possible that CFSDM can achieve better cell efficiency than non-CFSDM for the entire cell. In addition, CFSDM offers much higher throughput to the selected S di f f groups as it is readily seen.
For a UPA deployed over the x, y directions, with N u,x = N u,y = 10, an OFDM system with Q = 64 subcarriers, we get 3 groups with the following VCMB's. There is VCMB overlapping between the groups, however by employing CFSDM we can avoid the interference coming from overlapping VCMBs. In addition, by employing different subcarriers between the different users in each group in CFSDM, we can avoid joint decoding within the group level, i.e., the users decode their data totally independently. In this particular example we envisaged employing a total 6 OFDM sub-carriers, 2 per group for all 3 groups. In Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 we present results for user 1, user 2 of G 1 , respectively. In both cases we see Type-I channel behavior. In this example, both users employ 2 receiving antennas. By virtue of CFSDM, the downlink can employ all VCMBs for both users, i.e., no need to partition the VCMB set. The example here applies 4 downlink pre-beamformers per user and in the PGP-WG results we use 2 groups of size 4 × 4 each, by extending the receiving antennas to 4, using 2 "fictitious" antennas, i.e., N t,v = 4 in a fashion similar to [15] . Futhermore, a revised, improved version of plain beamforming is used in which only inputs with non-zero associated singular values are employed. We call this form of plain beamforming Singular Value Aware Plain Beamforming (SVAPB). We see very high throughput attained by PGP-WG over the no precoding in low SNR, and the plain beamforming case, over all shown SNR, respectively, although the latter performs better than standard beamforming due to SVAPB. In Fig. 7 we show at SNR b = 5 d B more than 3 times better throughput with PGP-WG than the no precoding case, while for a quite wide range of SNR b we see gains on the order of 8 d B in SNR. The corresponding complexity with PGP-WG is a factor of a factor of (1/2)M 10 times lower than the no precoding one. In Fig. 8 we observe a gain in throughput of 33% at SNR b = 15 d B, while the SNR gain is on the order of 5 d B. The corresponding complexity with PGP-WG is same with the one in Fig. 7 , i.e., (1/2)M 10 lower than the no precoding one.
An interesting comparison is presented in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 , for M = 16, 64, respectively. In these two figures a comparison with respect to the utilization between a system without CFSDM and the one with CFSDM-WG is performed. The situation presented is for users 1 and 2 in G 1 for the channels presented in Fig. 7, 8 above. We observe that although the system without CFSDM has generally better spectral efficiency due to employing a single carrier, the loss is limited. This is due to the fact that 4 × 7 channel employed in the non-CFSDM case only has 3 non-zero singular values of which only 2 have significant power. The resulting utilization loss at SNR b = 15 d B is 25.61%, and 45.44%, for M = 16, and M = 64, respectively. We see that although CFSDM-WG is experiencing spectral efficiency loss, it still remains attractive for cases in which receiver coordination between different users in a group is not possible. In addition, for future systems in which the UEs have many antennas, CFSDM-WG may be able to perform closer to the non-CFSDM, thus increasing its attractiveness.
In Fig. 11 , we show CFSDM-BG results for G 1 , G 2 from the example used in Fig. 5, 6 . It is important to stress that the application of CFSDM-BG in this scenario is rather inefficient as the selected group (G 1 ) for CFSDM application is not the one that lost the maximum number of VCMBs due to spatial overlapping, nor G 1 has a larger number of receiving antennas. By employing CFSDM-BG to G 1 , we allow G 1 to employ all its VCMBs. We see that due to employing a non-optimal strategy in CFSDM deployment, employing 2 sub-carriers between these groups, there is spectral utilization loss. The spectral utilization loss by using two different sub-carriers between for G 1 , G 2 ranges from 25% at high SNR to 33% at low SNR. Note that on top of the bad selection of groups for S f,di f f there is small number of receiving antennas in G 1 , further reducing the performance of CFSDM. Thus, this scenario represents a lower bound on the performance of CFSDM-BG.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a novel methodology for Massive MIMO systems is presented, allowing for optimal downlink linear precoding with finite-alphabet inputs, e.g., QAM and multiple antennas per user. The methodology is based on a sparse VMC decomposition of the downlink channels, which then allows for orthogonality between different user groups, due to non-overlapping sets of VCMBs. The presented methodology extends JSDM to finite alphabet data symbols for a general family of channels. We show that JSDM-FA resorts to a DFT matrix type of prebeamformer. The methodology is applied in systems with or without OFDM and for ULA and UPA antenna configurations. By employing the PGP-WG technique to the proposed system, we show very high gains are available on the downlink. However, in the non-OFDM deployment, the users in each group need to co-ordinate their detection processes in order to achieve precoding gains. When OFDM is available, there is more flexibility in system design. For example, under CFSDM-BG users in a group can be assigned different subcarriers, thus ameliorating the need for intra-group detection coordination, although at the cost of utilization loss. In addition, under CFSDM-BG, i.e., in cases of significant overlapping of the available VCMB sets, by carefully employing separate sub-carriers to VCMB overapping-impacted groups, the interfering groups can become completely orthogonal, and the impacted groups can attain much higher utilization, while the overall utilization gets higher. Thus, the novel combination of OFDM with the VCM JSDM system presented (CFSDM) offers many advantages, such as high throughput to users and it also obliterates the need for intragroup user decoding coordination. Thus, CFSDM prevails as quite an important element in JSDM-FA toward 5G applications. Our numerical results for both intragroup decoding coordination and CFSDM show high gains, e.g., typically higher than 60% and in some cases as high as 200% in throughput while the incurred precoding complexity is exponentially lower at both the transmitter and receiver sites.
